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379 These are the Proceedings of an international meeting on the History of Symme-
trtes in Physics, which we are pleased to present as members of the Organizing Com-
mittee.

The suggestion of such a meeting was issued by the Rectorate of the Universitat
Autönoma de Barcelona, in view of its interest to promete within the University the
work on History of Science, and of its recent convention with Sant Feliu de Guixols'
Townhall for cultural collaboration. This suggestion took a concrete form in succes-
sive binate conversations between us (M.G.D.-L.M. on December 1982, and M.G.D.-
A.H.on February 1983, both at Universitat Autönoma de Barcelona; A.P.-L.M. on
April 1983 at Rockefeller University). The main point was to choose a physics topie
of established interest for today's physicists, whose evolution would be throughly
discussed since the very beginning of modern physics. This discussion should reach
an interdisciplinary level in which the points of view of both, physicists and histo-
rians of physics would be represented and respected in a harmonious equilibrium.
Distinguished physicists involved in the introduction of different kinds of symme-
tries and/or reputed scholars working in the history of modern physics were invited.
In fact a true atmosphere of mutual comprehension and agreable collaboration was
felt in Sant Feliu, thus overcoming the language barriers of these two cultures. If any
difference in opinion arose everybody tried to do his best to discuss it in depth.

The different aspects of physical symmetries were developed in 22 lectures with
short discussion and 4 round tables (around 30 videotape hours). A session of semi-
nars or short expositions of communications presented by the participants was also
organized. This material is now edited in these Proceedings in the same order it was
presented, during the six working days of the meeting (the only exception is the
round table in section 27 which will be explained further on). This order should re-
flect in some way the chronological thematic order in which these symmetries were
introduced in the his tory of physics, the six lectures and the short seminar session
of the first two days were namely devoted to prequantic symmetry, from the physics
of Galileo and Newton, through Euler, the dynamists and the Göttingen School, to
the introduction of re1ativity and the first ideas on symmetry breaking. The second
day conc1uded with a round table' directed by one of us (A.H.) in which different as-
pects of these c1assical symmetries were spontaneously related to the most modern
ones. The third day was dedicated to quantum symmetries. Bose and Fermi statis-
tics, symmetries of matter and light, syrnmetry ideas of Bohr, Einstein, Heisenberg
and Pauli .. On the fourthday we dealt with energy conservation, cosmological
symmetries and the discrete symmetries: C and T introduction, P and CP violation.
The scheduled round tables on the topics of these two days had to be cancelled due
to lack of time, nevertheless some lectures, for instance those of Edoardo Amaldi on
Fermi statistics, Valentine Telegdi on parity violation and Val Fitch on CP violation
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5. E. Noether, F. Klein and S. Lie 115

1. Introduction

Warum aber überhaupt eine historische Betrachtungsweise von Dingen der Mathematik
oder der Naturwissenschaften? .. Ich glaube, daß wir heute mehr denn je eine solche
historische Einstellung brauchen. Außerordentlich viel hängt für unsere Wissenschaften
davon ab, ob und wie ihre Vertreter es verstehen, sich selbst und den Kreis ihrer
Wirksamkeit als Glieder einer großen Entwicklungsreihe zu betrachten, und in welchem
Maße sie imstande sind, aus dem Bewußtsein dieser Zusammenhänge für Gegenwart und
Zukunft zu lernen.
Richard Courant! (1888-1972)

On J uly 7 of the year 1918 Felix Klein presented the paper2 «Invariante
Variations pro blerne» by Emm y N oether at a session of the Königliche Gesellschajt der
Wissenschajte11 (Royal Society of the Sciences) in Göttingen. Although this paper is a
milestone in the history of the relation between symmetries and conservation laws
in physics, it took more than 3 decades till its importance was -slowly-
recognized. I suspect -perhaps unfairly so- that even in recent years only a few
of those authors who quote Noether's work or refer to her «theorern» had a chance
to see or study the original publication. This is mainly due to the fact that not many
libraries posess( ed) the Nachrichten von der Ko'niglichen Gessellschaft der Wissenschaften Zu
Go"ttingen, where the paper was published. As this year the collected papers of E.
Noether appeared.' it is no longer necessary to get hold of a copy of the Goitinger
Nachrichten from 19181 Noether's paper incorporates in a unique way different
branches of mathematics and mathematical physics, namely:
i. Algebraic and differential invariant theory,
ii. Riemannian geometry and the calculus of variations in the contextof general

relativity, mechanics and field theory.
iii. Group theory, especially Lie's theory for solving or reducing differential

equations by means of their invariance groups.
It is the aim of the following discussion to describe - briefly and incomplete-

1y - the historical background for these ingredients of N oether' s WO! k and to
sketch the roles which Felix Klein, Sophus Lie and a few others played in the
developrnents which let to our insights into the relations between the symmetry
properties of a physical system and its conservation laws!

2. Emmy Noether's two Theorems

The nature of the connection between syrnmetries and the existence of conserved quantities
is an intriguing physical problem. The theory of this connections, as it appears in classical

COURANT 1926. Here is an attempt to translatc: «But why indeed should we consider mathematical or
scientific things in a historical way? .. I believe that today more than ever we need such a hiseorical
viewpoint. For Dur sciences a great deal depends on whether their representatives are able to see thernselves
and the sphere of their actlviry as elements in a long series of development and towhat extent they are able to
Iearn for the present and rhe future from the awareness of these interrelationships.. As to Courant see: REIo
1976.

2 NOETHER 1918b.
3 See NOETHER 1918b.
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phvsics, eonstitutes one of the most beautiful ehapters of mathematiea! physies. The
fundamental work on this problern was don~ by Emmy Noether in 1918.
Andrzej Trautman"

Noether's work is of paramount importanee to physics and the interpretation of
fundamenta! laws in terms of group theory.
Feza Gürsey''

Before going into the historial background of Noether's paper let me first state
without proof the two theorems which made her so famous among the physicists:

Suppose we have n fields cpi(x), i= 1,...., n, depending on m variables
x =(x1 , .... , xm). The field equations are the Euler-Lagrange equations*

ei. _oL ~ = 0
Ei(cp): = Ocpi - 01' O(0I'CP')

of the action integral

A = SG dx1 ... dx"]: (x,cpl, ..., cpn, 0l'cpl, .... , 0l'cp") ..

If
xl' --> xl' = xl' + !J'xl' ,

cpi(X) --> (pi(x) = cpi(x) +!Jcpi = cpi(x) + -;5cpi+ 0 cpJ!JxI'
I'

are infinitesimal «variations» of the quantitites xl' and <pi, then one obtains for !JA
in lowest order of !JxI' and !Jcp'.

!JA = Se dx1 dxm L[x,(p (x), o(p(x)]

SG dx1 dxm L[x, cp(x), ocp(x)]

= SG dx1 dxm [Ei(cp) 3qJ + 0/31' (x, tp, ocp, s-; !Jcp)],

(1)

where the quantitites F', /A.=1, .... , m, are linear in!JxI' and !Jcpi. From this
expression for !JA, E. Noether derived the following two theorems:

I. If the action integral A is invariant under an r-parameter Lie transformation
group

xl' --> xl' = fl' (x, cp; a1, .... , d),

cpi(X) --> (pi(x) = pi(x, tp, a\ ....,d),
I
I
r

\
I

4 TRAUTMAN 1967.
5 Feza Gürsey, quoted by N. Jacobsön in bis introduction in NOETHER Papers 23·25.

* In the following the Einstein summation convention is used.
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where the values cl' = 0, p = 1, ..., r, give the identity transformation, i.e. if (jA = °
for the infinitesimal transformations

(jxl' = XI'(x m) cl' laPI« 1p)'I"" ,

!Jcpi = Zi (x,cp) cl' ,
P

then there exists rindependent conserved currents

'1'Jp
TI' x: si:

v P - a-~Z!(XI'CP') P' p=l, ... , r,

TI' _ oL
v. - o( a;n i) 0v cpi - (j I' L

J.l -r V '

(2)

for the solution cpi(x) of the equations Ei(CP) =0.
Examples:,

1. Translations:
xl' --> xl' +aI', !Jcpi = 0; j ~ T~, /A.,v=l, .... ,.m.

ii. Internal symmetries:
!Jxl' = 0, (pi(X) = C)(a1, .... , d) cpj(x),

I' oLJ
p

= - __ ~ZiO(0I'CPI) p' p=1, ... , r.

II. If the action integral isinvariant under an «infinite-dimensional» (gauge)
group the elements of which depend on r smooth functions gP( x), p = 1, ..., rand
their derivatives up to order s such that, P

3cpi
r

:E
oCJ,+",,+CJmCJ,J:,,,.CJm=sp., ----gP(x),

L a'(x,cp,oCP)p;CJ,,,.CJmO(;;rr' ...o(xmrm
O'l> ....• O"m=OP=!

then there exists r identities

(Tl+··~+am=sp il'l+"'+O'm.
~ ,( l)CJ,+".+CJm------ (a'(x m om) E.(m)) - 0

CJ~",CJm=O - 0(x1r' ... o(xmrm ,'t" -r P;CJ,,,.CJmiv-r - ,

p=l, ..., r

between the n Euler- Lagrange expressions E i( cp). The proof uses partial integration
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and the fact that one can choose/(x) =° and (oa, + ... +rTm/ o(x I)", ... o(xnl)".) / =°
on the boundary oe.

Examples:
i. Electrodynamics: Here we have

E (A) = oVF , F = 0 A - 0 A ,
I' VI' VI' 'I' I' '

and the invariance of the action integral -~ I d4x

transformation (5AI' = ol'g(x) implies ol'E (A)=O,
I'

consequence of the antisymmetry F = - F .
JJV VJi

ii. General Relativity: In this case we have

F Fl'v under the gauge
I'V

which is, of course, a

1
E(g)-R --gR-·e

JlV - 1" 21" -. JlV'

where R is the Ricci tensor and R = IV R . The invariance of the action integralI'V JlV

I d4xJ -g Runder infinitesimal coordinate transformations

(5xl' = hl'(x) (5a = D h +D h
'6fJV J1 v v Il'

where D is the covariant derivative, yields the 4 (contracted) Bianchi identities
I'

DI' E (g) = °I'V '

which were discovered by Hil bert and discussed by hirn in his first comm unication 6

on general relativity.

3. Invariant theory /.-/-"'~'"

The theory of invariants came into existence about the middle of the nineteenth century
somewhat like Minerva: a grown-up virgin, mailed in the shining armor of algebra, she
sprang forth from Cayley's Jovian head.
Hermann WeyF (1885-1955)

Emmy NoetherB (1882-1935) got her Ph.D.-degree in mathematics in 1907

6 HILBERT 1915.
7 WEYL 1939. As to Weyl see: CHEVALLEY and WEIL 1957.
8 There exists a considerable amount of Jiterature on Emmy Noether's life and work: WEYL 1935; VANDER

WAERDEN 1935; ALEXANDROFF 1936; DICK 1981; BREWER and SMlTH 1981 (in this volurne the first
chapter by Clark Kimberling is of special interest). I have seen the announcemenr -but not the book
itself-- of rhe proceedings: SRINIVASANet al., 1983.
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from the U niversity of Erlangen. Her thesis adviser was Paul Gordan 9 (1837-
1912), a colleague of her father, the mathematician Max Noether 10 (1844-1921).
Both had been students and collaborators of Alfred Clebsch 11 (1833-1872).
Whereas Emmy'sfather had worked mainly in algebraic geometry.i ' Gordan was
a specialist in algebraic invariant theory.i '

Algebraic invariant thoery had been created by Arthur Cayley14 (1821-1895) in
the year 1845 and worked out in close collaboration with James J oseph Sylvester 15

(1814-1897). Both were barristers in London during those fruitful years, earning
their living by pracricing law!

Aigebraic invariant theory deals with multilinear forms, e.g.

F(m'p)(x1, .... , Xn; a)
(3)

'I:: ( )a. ( )a.ai1 ••• i", XiI I1 ••• Xi", I"., (Xi, + ...+ (Xi. = p.
il, ....,i'" ='1

If one passes from the variables x, to the variables j; by a linear transformation
Xi =CijYj, 1 (cij)1 #- 0, and inserts these expressions into the form (3), then a new
form of the same type results:

c (nt,P) (y; b) = F (nt'p) [x (y;c); -I.

where the coefficients I/"'.i. are functions of the coefficients i,··.im and the matrix
elements 'u- The main question in algebraic invariant theory then is: Which
algebraic functions l(a) of the coefficients i,···i. are invariant under linear
transformations, such that leb) =1 (Cij) 19 l(a), where g is some rational number.

Example:

F(Z,Z)(x1Jx2;a) = allxi +2a12xlxZ +a22x~ ,

l(a) = alla22-(a12/' g=1.

I remark in passing that the notions «invariant», «covariant», «contravariant»,
«cogredienr», «contragredient» and others are all due to Sylvester,16 who led a

9 As to Gordan see NOETHER Max 1914.
10 As to Max Noether as Emmy's father and as mathematician see the Iiterature quoted in footnote 8.

Concernlng his mathematical work see: BRILL 1923; CASTELNUOVO, ENRlQUES and SEVERI 1925.
11 As to Clebsch see. BRlLL, GoRDAN, KLEIN, LOROTH, MAYER, NOETHER and VON DER MOHLL 1874.
12 As tö the history of algebraic geometry and Max Noether's contribution in this Field see DIEUDONNE 1972.
13 The following literature deals with invariant theory and its history: MEYER 1898; WEITZENBÖCK 1923;

WEITZENBÖCK 1927; SCHUR 1928; WEYL 1946; ch.!I; FISCHER 1966; DIEUDONNE and CARRELL 1970.
14 CAYLEY 1845 and 1846a. A slightly extended French version of these two papers appeared in CAYLEY

1846b. As to Cayley see: FORSYTH 1895; NOETHER, M. 1895.
15 As to Sylvester see: BAKER 1912; NOETHER, M. 1898.
16 SYLVESTER 1851 (Imroduces the notions «covariant», «contravariant» and «invariant»); SYLVESTER 1852

(introduces the notions «cogredient» and «contragredient»). In the following I quote according to the
Colltcled Papers of Sylvester.
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rather restless life, wrote poetry which he read in public recitals and gave many
mathematical concepts their lasting narnes.' 7 In mathematics he had the reputation
that in his creative periods when he was flooded with new ideas he wrote them
down for publication alm ost instantly, without caring too much about the details of
the proofs! 18

Sylvester also introduced19 the notion of «infinitesimal transforrnations»,
referring to the works of Cayley, Aronhold 20 (1819-1884) arid Eisenstein 21 (1823-
1852). Sylvester was so enthusiastic about the introduction ofthis concept that he
made a footnote in which he said: 22 «... and I take this opportunity of adding that I
shall feel grateful for the communication of any ideas and suggestions relating to
this new Calculus from any quarter and in any of the ordinary mediums of
language - French, Italian, Latin or German, provided that it be in the Latin
character .»

In this These from 1878. the French mathematician George-Henri Halphen 23

(1844-1889) introduced and analyzed 24 the concept of differential invariants
(cinvariants differentiels»). The concept had been implicitly dealt with earlier25 by
Lie and when, Lie leamt about Halphen's work, he had one of his priority worries
because the thought that Halphen did not give him proper credit.26 Halphen's
work stimulated Lie to write several important papers:P Ion differentiallinvariantsl

Let Fa(Xb .... , xn), IX = 1, ...., a, be some smooth functions and Xi = fi (Yl' .... 'yn)'
i= 1,..., n, I (Ox/ oy) I "" 0 a regular transformation.

Define Fa(y) = Fa(J(y)· If

J(X, F(x), oF/ox, o2F/ox2, .... ,dx)
(4)

=J(Y, P(Y), ap;ay, aZp;ayZ, ."', dy),

then the quantity J(y,F, aF;ay, ...) is called a differential invariant. Notice that the

17
18

See footnote 15.
See the remarks by Noether at the end of his obituary (NOETHER, M. 1898), and the Ietrer by G. Salmon to
Sylvester as quoted by BAKER 1912, xxvi.
SYLVESTER1852, pp. 326, 351sqq. Sylvester's noticn of «infinitesimal variations» is, howcver, not so new
as he or others working in invariant theory thought (see, e,ß_CAYLEY Papers, vol. I! (1889), 601/601: notes
by Cayley hirnself.) It certainly was used before, e.g., by'Lagrange, Jacobi and Hamilton, see my seetion 6
below.
SYLVESTER 1852,351/352. It is not clear from Sylvester's wording to which work of Aronhold he is
referring. Siegfded Heinrich Aronhold was well-known in the 19th century for his work on algebraic
invariant theory: Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie, Bd. 46 (Leipzig 1902) 58-59.
I could not find any paper by Eisenstein which would correspond to Sylvester's remark. As to the work and
the short Iife of the mathematical prodigy Eisenstein see: EISENSTEIN Papers. The second volume contains
several articles on the life of Eisenstein.
SYLVESTER1852, 352.
As to Halphen see the notices by E. Picard .and H. Poincare at the beginning of the first volume of
HALPHEN Papers, viii-xliii. .
G.-H. Halphen, Sur les Invariants Differentiels; HALPHEN Papers vol. I! (1918), 197-352. This volume
contains other papers by Halphen on the same subject.
LIE 1872a and 1872b, 1874b, 18740, and 1875.
See the correspondence between Lie and A. Mayer and F. Klein: LIE Papers, vol. VI (1927), 777-793.
LIE 1884, 1885.

19

20

21

22
23

24

25
26
27
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assumptions of Noether's theorems are fullfilled if L(x,cp,Ocp)dx1
•.. dx"' is a

differential invariant under infinitesimal transformations.
In his famous work28 on the 3-body problem Henri Poincare29 (1854-1912)

introduced the notion of «integral invariants» which is very closely related to that of
differential invariantsr'" The quantity l(x,F,oF / ox ...) is called an integral invariant
if

Sc l[x, F(x), oF / ox, ...] dX1 ...dx, = Je l[y, F(y), oF / Oy...] 41'1'" 41'.,

wherey and F (y) have the same meaning as above. In Poincare's case the mapping
x--+y is given by the flow (q(t1), P(ll)) --+(q(t2), P(l2)) in phase space.

4. Riemannian geometry,calculus of variations and Einstein's theory of
gravitation

Die Frage über die Gültigkeit der Voraussetzungen der Geometrie im Unendlich kleinen
hängt zusammen mit der Frage nach dem inneren Grunde der Maßverhältnisse des
Raumes ... Die Entscheidung dieser Fragen kann nur gefunden werden indem man von der
bisherigen durch die Erfahrung bewährten Auffassung der Erscheinungen, wozu Newton
den Grund gelegt, ausgeht und diese durch Tatsachen, die sich aus ihr nicht erklären lassen,
getrieben allmahlich umarbeitet;... Es führt dies hinüber in das Gebiet einer andern
Wissenschaft, in das Gebiet der Physik ....
Bernhard Riemann 31 (1826-1866)

The genesis of Emmy Noether's paper is very closely related to David Hilbert's
work on Albert Einstein's theory of gravitation.32 In 1915 Hilbert33 (1862-1943)

.had become interested in this theory and he derived the final equations

i;
1

R --g R = ::-KT
uv 2 u» '"v

simultaneously with Einstein 34 (1879-1955) himselfl
Let me briefly recall a few dates:

28 POINCARE 1890, eh. I!, paragraph 6; 1892, t. III, eh. 22.
29 As to Poincare see: LEBON 1912. Acta Matbematica 38 (1921): «Henri Poincarc in Memoriam». BROWDER

1983.
30 LIE 1897; WEITZENBÖCK 1923.
31 The quotation is from the last paragraph of Riemann's famcus inaugural lecture, RIEMANN 1854.

Translation: «The question of the validity of the geometricaI assumptions about the infinitely small dlstances
is related to the question concerning the deeper reasons for the geometry of space... Adecision on these
questions can only be fouod if one starts from the present, empirically tested concepts of the phenomena, for
which Newton laid the foundations, and eompelled by facts which cannot be explained by them, gradually
modifies these concepts: ... This leads us into the field of another science, Into that of physics ...» As to
Riemann see: RlEMANN Papers 541-558; KLEIN 1894 and COURANT 1926.

32 HILBERT 1915, 1917a and 1924.
33 As to Hilbert see: «David Hilbert zur Feier seines sechzigsten Geburtstages» (with contributions from O.

BlumenthaI, O. Toeplitz, M. Dehn, R. Couranr, M. Born, P. Bernays and K. Siegel) in: Die
Naturwissenschaften 10 (1922) 65-103. Otto BlumenthaI, Lebensgeschichte, in: HILBERT Papers, vol. II!, 388-
429. WEYL 1944. REID 1970.

34 On Einstein and especially on his relationship to Hilbert see the beautiful Einstein-biography by PArs 1982
eh. IV.
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On Nov. 11, 1915, Einstein presented 35 at a session of the Prussian Academy of
Seiences in Berlin bis newest version of the gravitational field equations:

R = -KT
jJV J.lV '

where he had to make the consistency assumptions J -g = 1, g=1 (gI'JI, T~= O.
Immediately afterwards Einstein realized that he could get rid of these constraints if
he replaced rhe above field equations by the following ones:

R --K(T _~g TP)
I'V - I'V 2 !'V p'

He communicated 36 this final version of this theory during a session of the
Academy on Nov. 25, 1915.

On Nov. 20, 1915, Hilbert presented 37 his derivation of the same equations at a
session of the «Royal Society» in Göttingen. He derived the field equations from
the action integral

J d4x J -g (R+Ldm,gn)

and he noticed that 4 of the Euler-Lagrange equations were a consequence of the
others, due to the fact that the action integral was invariant under arbitrary
coordinate transforrnations.

At the end of his communication Hilbert praises the «axiornatic method», he had
used, «which here, as we see, employs the most powerful instruments of analysis,
namely the calculus ofvariations and invariant theory».

Here we get back to Emmy Noether:38 Her work in Erlangen on invariant
theory 39 had attracted the interest of Hilbert and Klein and they invited her to
Göttingen. She went there in the Spring of 1915. In November of the same year
she wrote to the Erlanger mathematician Ernst Fischer40 (1875-1954):
«Invarianten theorie ist hier Trumpf; sogar der Physiker Hertz studiert Gordan-
Kerschensteiner; Hilbert will nächste Woche über seine Einsteinsehen Differential-
invarianten vortragen, und da müssen die Göttinger doch etwas' können».41

During the winter term 1916/17 she gave.leciures on invariant theory and she
worked on invariants of differential forms

j(x,dx) = L gij .../x) dxidxJ ... dxs

35 EINSTEIN 1915a.
36 EINSTEIN 1915b.
37 HlLBERT 1915. In this printed version of his communication Hilbert quotes the one by Einstein from Nov.

25 which was printed on Dec. 2.
38 In the following I rely on the lirerature quoted in Footnote 8.
39 As to Emmy Noether's early work on .invariant theory sec: NOETHER Paters, articles 1-4, 7 and 8.
40 As to Fischer see: M. Pinl, «Ernst Sigismund Fischen>; in: Neue Dmtscbe ßiograpbieJ Bd. 5 (Duncker und

Humboldt, Berlin 1961) 183.
41 BREWER and SMITH 1981, P: 12. Here she is referring to GORDAN 1885.
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in elose contact with Hilbert and Klein, as can be seen from the exchange of
letters42 between the two, in which both refer to the help they received from
«Fräulein Noether».

The first paper43 «Invarianten beliebiger Differential ausdrucke», which
contained apart of her work, was comrnunicated by Klein at a session of
Göttingen's Royal Society in Jan. 1918.

In this paper E. Neerher gave a general procedure for calculating all differential
invariants ofa differential form, using ideas of Riernann.v' Christoffel'? (1829-1900)
and Lipschitz 46 (1832-1903) and relating the differential invariants to the different
orders of «variations» in the calculus of variations:

Example: From the «binary» form

f(x,dx) =gij(x) dxi dxJ

one can calculate

j b: = ~L fJxJ 2 .8(dxi) = gijdx' fJxJ,

fJj = (Dgij) dxi dxJ + 2gij (fJdxi) dxJ ,

djb = 2 (c1gij) dxi fJxJ + 2giJ (d2xi
) fJxJ + 2giJ dxi(dfJxJ).

The difference

Oj-djb = - 2 LJ fJxJ ,

LJ(x) =s,, d2xk + rk/ dxkdxi = Eix)dt2
;,

of the 2 differential invariants fJj and djb is again a differential invariant and the last
equation shows that the Euler-Lagrange expressions E ix) of the variational
problem

s J dt [j(x,dx/dt)J1/2 = 0

42 KLEIN 1917.
43 NOETHER, E. 1918a.
44 RlEMANN 1861. 'I'his important paper by Riemann, which was first published in 1876 in thc first edition of

Riernann's collected papers, contains the essential ideas for the mathematical proofs of the assertions hc
rnadc in his inaugurallecture, RlEMANN 1854. Riemann submitted this paper in 1861 to the Academie des
Seiences in Paris which had invited for prize essays. Riemann did not receive the prize, howevcr, because his
proofs were considered incomplete! When Riemann's paper was finally published, othcrs -BELTRAMI
1868; Lipschitz and Christoffel (see the next rwo references)- in the meantime had provided the proofs,
too. '"

45 CHRJSTOFFEL 1869. As to Christoffel see: BUTZER and FEHER 1981.
46 LIPSCHITZ 1869, 1870., 1870b, 1872, 1877. As to Lipschitz see: KORTUM 1906.
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for the geodesics form a covariant vector. The details, including the higher order
differential invariants (curvature etc.) for this example were worked out47 by H. A.
Hermann Vermeil (1889-1959), according to Noether's ideas. When Einstein saw
Noether's paper, he was quite impressed as can be seen from the following letterto
Hilbert48 from May 24, 1918: «Gestern erhielt ich von Frl. Noether eine sehr
interessante Arbeit über Invariantenbildung. Es imponiert mir, daß man diese
Dinge von so allgemeinem Standpunkt übersehen' kann. Es hätte den Göttinger
Feldgrauen nichts geschadet, wenn sie zu Frl. Noether in die Schule geschickt
worden wären. Sie scheint ihr Handwerk zu verstehen!»

Emmy Noether's two papers from January and July 1918 are closely related to
the interests of Felix Klein at that time, which can be seen from Klein's
cornrnunications t'' to the Royal Society in Göttingen and from the second
volume5o of his lectures on the development of mathematics in the 19th century,
which he held during the years 1915-17.

Klein's interest in the subject was' kindled by rhe relations he saw between ideas
in special and general relativity and his «Erlanger Programm» on transformation
groups and their invariants (see below) and by his deep adrniration for Riemann, 51

whom he saw so surprisingly justified by Einstein's theory of gravitation.
Concerning this theory Klein was worried 49 that the energy-rnomentum
continuity equations followed from the identities DI'GJlV = 0 and, unlike in
mechanics and electrodynamics, were not a consequence of the equations, of
rnotion or field equations (the analogy to charge conservation in electrodynamics
and its connection with gauge invariance he apparently did not see! This was first
pointed out by Erich Bessel-Hagen 52 (1898-1946)).

The connection between the 10 classical conservation laws (energy, momenta,
angular momenta and uniform centre of mass motion) and the corresponding
space-tirne symmetries (time and space translations, rotations and Galileo or special
Lorentz transformations) had interested Klein for several years:

In. lYll the mathematician Gustav Herglorz "" (lSSl-lY53) adapted non-
relativistic continuum mechanics to the framework of special relativity. In that
paper Herglotz derived the 10 classical conservation laws from the invariance of the
action integral under the 10-parameter inhomogeneous Lorentz group by using
essentially the same procedure as E. N oether djd-several years later, by means of the
relation (1) above. Herglotz's derivation of the classical conservation laws for a field
theory (continuum mechanics) from the invariance of its action integral under
.transformation groups has to be counted among the most important contributions
in this field among those preceding N oether's!

47 VERMEIL 1918.
48 BREWER and SMITH 1981, 13, with an English translation on p. 46.
49 KLEIN 1917, 1918a, 1918b.
50 KLEIN 1927, eh. 3.
51 KLEIN 1894, 1926. i
52 BESSEL-HAGEN 1921. As to Bessd-Hagen see: POGGENDORFF Biogr. 1q<;r,. ßd. VIIa, Teil 1 (A-E), p. 166.
53 HERGLOTZ 1911, paragraph 9. As to Herglotz see: TIETZE 1954. .
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Herglotz was well-known to Klein: After receiving his Ph. D. in Munich as a
student of the astronomer Seeliger, he had been in Göttingen from 1903 till 1908,
where, at the suggestion of Klein, he had become Privatdozent and .Ausserordentlicber
Professor. When Klein saw Herglotz's paper from 1911, he realized that the
connection between symmetry properties of a system and irs conservation laws
discussed there was related to Lie's work on group theory applied to differential
equations (see below). So he asked his former student and Lie's collaborator for
many years, Friedrich Engel 54 (1861--1941), to derive thel 0 classical conservation
laws for an n-body problem with 2-body potential forces from the invariance under
the 10-parameter Galileo-group in the framewerk of Lie's theory.

Engel proved 55 the following:
Define the variable pby H+P = const., where H is theHamilton

function of the system, which does not depend on the time t explicitly. Suppose
F(t,l ,....,In; P, PI' .....,13n) is the generating function of an infinitesimal canonical
transformation, i.e., .,

8qi = FPi s; 8t = Fp 8a,

6Pi= -J:·.j8a, 6p= -F,8a

(the subscript means partial de~ivative wirh respect to the corresponding variable),
such that the. I-form P jdqj +pdt remains invariant under the infinitesimal
transformation up to ·the total derivative of a function, then F is a consant of
motionl Constructing the corresponding generating functions for space and time
translations etc. Engel derived the 10 classical conservation laws. Since
pjd! +pdt = pjd! - Hdt + const. dt = (L + const.) dt, this result is equivalent to
that of E. N oether, applied to mechanics.

In this paper Engel derived the Lie algebra of the l Ö-parameter Galileo group,
too! Klein was not yet satisfied. He asked Engel whether the invariance of the
equations 0/ motion for the gravitational n-body problem under the scale
transformation xi-d.2Xi> t-">A3t would lead to a reduction of the degree of
integrations necessary in order to obtain the solutions. Engel's answer was 56 that it
would not, a result which had already been obtained by Poincare 57 in 1890, whom
Engel, however, does not mention. Notice that the above scale transformation does
not leave the action integral invariant.

At this point the question arises, when it was realized that the form invariance of
the action integral irnplies the corresponding invariance of the equations of motion
or field equations. As far as I could find out, this insight evolved in connection with
discussions of the Lorentz invariance of the action integral for electrodynamics after
Einstein in 1905 had introduced 58 his «principle of relativity». Ideas sirnilar to that

54 As to Engel see: ENGEL 1938. FABER and ULLRICH 1945.
55 ENGEL 1916. See also: ENGEL and FABER 1932, eh. 10.
56 ENGEL 1917.
57 POINCARE 1890, p. 51/52.
58 EINSTEIN 1905; On the historical irnpact of this paper see: MILLER 1981 and PAIS 1982, eh. IlI.
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of a least action for mechanical systems 59 were first applied to electrodynamics (and
reversible thermodynamics) by Hermann L. F. von Helmholtz60 (1821-1894) in
1892. As Helmholtz wanted to include into his action the dielectric and magnetic
properties of matter; his Lagrangian is rather complicated. In modern notation his
action for the «free ether» amounts to

S dr d3x c&E2 +i(curlA)2 - Ci+ o,E)·A + ...] ,

with the vector potential A and the electric field E as the quantities to be varied
independentl y.

In 1900 Joseph Larmor61 (1857-1942) derived several of Maxwell's equations
and the Lorentz-force from the action integral

S d! d3x [i(curlAl-iE2 + ep(divE -p)] + S dt imx2 ,

assuming the validity of the equation curlH = j.+ o,E and using the scalar potential
ep as a Lagrangian multiplier. Notice that

A curlH = (curlA)2 + div(H x A), H = curlA.

Very similar considerations are contained in Poincare's lectures on electricity and
optics from 1899, published 62 in 1901.

In 1903 Karl Schwarzschild 63 (1873-1916) gave the electromagnetic action its
modern version: He derived Maxwell's eqs. and the Lorentz force from the action
integral

S dr d3x [i(gradep + O,A)2 -~(curlA/ -pep + jA] + S dtimx2 ,

with the potentials ep and A as the independent field variables. In 1904 the different
existing versions of electrodynamic action integrals were summarized by Hendrik

59 "There exisrs a lor of literaeure on the history of the principle of least action. A selecrion is: MAYER 1886,
HELMHOLTZ1887, HOlDER 1896, JOURDAIN 1908b, 1914, 1908., 1913, KNESER 1928, and BRUNET
1938.

60 HELMHOLTZ 1892. Helmholtz's work was immediately (1893) incorporated by Boltzmann into his lectures
on Maxwell's theory of electromagnetism, see: BOLTZMANN 1982, Part II, 1st lecture. Maxwell himself
already pointed out that Lagrange's form of the mechanical equations of rnotion could be useful for the
equations of electromagnetism, tao; see: MAXWELL 1873, val. II, paragraphs 553-584. See also KAISER
1982, esp. pp. 20-29*. As to H. v. Helmholtz see: KONIGSBERGER 1902. «Dem Andenken an Helmholtz»
(with contributions of J. von Kries, W. Wien, W. Nernst, A. Riehl and E. Goldstein); in: Die
Naturwissenschaften 9 (1921) 673-708.

61 LARMOR 1900, ch.VI. Larmor's variations are somewhat obscure! As to Larrnor see: EDDINGTON 1942.
62 POINCARE 19010, 3e partie, eh. III. '
63 SCHWARZSCHILD1903. As to Schwarzschild see: SOMMERFELD 1916.
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Antoon Lorentz64 (1853-1928) in his two well-known Enryklopädie-articles.65

Lorentz hirnself has derived the electrodynamical equations in 1892 from a
generalization of d'Alembert's principle.66

In his famous relativitypaper frm 1905 Poincare derived 67 Maxwell's equations
from the action

S dtd3x [iE2+i(curlA)2_Ci+o,E)-A':"'ep(divE-P)],

and he observed that the first 3 terms in this action are reduced to the Lorentz
invariant expression i (E2 - B2) when the field equations curlH = j + 0tE are
used in the same manner as indicated above. In 1909 Max Born 68 (1882-1970)
observed that the Schwarzschild action could be rewritten as a Lorentz invariant
within Hermann Minkowski's 69 (1864-1909) space-time framework. The first
who spelt out explicitly that the covariance of the field equations would be
guaranteed if the Lagrangian were constructed in terms of the Lorentz invariants
E2 _B2, E·B, pep -j·A etc., was Gustav Mie":o (1868-1957). Stimulated by
Mie's observation, Hilbert constructed his action integral for gravitation coupled to
electromagnetism.I '

We have seen Felix Klein in the background of several papers dealing with the
connection between symmetry groups and conservation laws. Two years after E.
Noether's paper from July 1918 he asked E. Bessel-Hagen to apply her results to
Galileo's invariance of mechanics and conformal invariance of electrodynamics.Y

Klein hirnself later said 73 that after his nervous breakdown in 1882, following
his intense publication competition with Poincare on autornorphic functions+" «, .. 1
introduced a method of scientific work which I employed from that time on: I
limited myself to ideas and guide-lines and left the carrying out of the details and
further development to younger people, who stood by to help rne».

That others did not always see this attitude in the same light is reflected in a
somewhat nasty joke about Klein 75 which was told in Göttingen:

The set of mathematicians in Göttingen consists of two disjoint sets: one which
contains people who werk on problems of Klein's choice but not of their own: the
second set contains those who work on problems of their own choice, which is,

64 As to Lotenrz see: PLANCK 1928; BORN 1928; EINSTEIN 1973, 70-76; DEHAAS-LoRENTZ 1957.
65 LORENTZ 1904.
66 LORENTZ 1892.
67 POINCARE 1906.
68 BORN 1909. As to Born see: HEISENBERG1970; BORN 1968, 1969.
69 MINKOWSKI 1908a. As to Minkowski see: HILBERT 1910; BORN 1959.
70 MIE 1912. As to Mie see: KAST 1957; POGGENDORFF Biogr. 1958, VlIa, Teil 3 (L-R) 304,
71 HILBERT 1915, 1917a and 1924.
72 BESSEL-HAGEN 1921.
73 KLEIN 1923.
74 Klein's version of the srory and his correspondence with Poincare can be found in: KLEIN Papers. vol. III,

pp. 577-621; the correspondence is published in Acta Math. 39 (1923) 94-132 too. See also KLEIN 1926, eh.
UI.

75 REID 1970, pp. 88(89.
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however, not Klein's. Since Klein does not belong to either of these two sets, he is
not a mathematician!

5. Lie's Theory on the Integration of Differential Equations by means of
their Symmetry Groups and Klein's «Erlanger Programm»

De lä par exemple est nee une theorie generale d'integration pour les sytemes d'equations
differentielles clont la solution la plus generale s'exprime en fonetion cl'une solution
particuliere par des formules qui definissent un groupe fini et continu; cette theorie a une
analogie frappante avec celle cle Galois. Dans chaque cas particulier, en effet, la difficulte du
problerne d'integration depend uniquement cle la structure clu groupe continu
corresponclant. Par suite la recherche cle la structure cle tous les groupes simples a une
importance capitale.
Sophus Lie 76

For the winter term 1869/70 Felix Klein 77 (1849-1925), 20 years old, went from
Göttingen to Berlin, in order to pursue his mathematical studies at the University of
Berlin, where Karl Weierstrass 7B (1815-1897), Ernst Eduard Kummer 79 (1810-
1893) and Leopold Kronecker BO(1823-1891) were the leading mathematicians. In
Berlin Klein met the Norwegian Sophus LieB! (1842-1899), who was there on a
Norwegian fellowship. Klein and Lie became friends and this -=- not always
harmonious - friendship turned out to be decisive for the historical development
of group theory and its applicationsl

Klein, who in 1865 at the age of 16had become Julius Plücker'sB2 (1801-1868)
assistant in Bonn, came into contact with Clebsch 83 when, after Pluckcr's death in
1868, he was asked to edit apart of Plücker's latest geometrical work, another part
being edited by Clebsch. -

In 1868 Clebsch had moved from Giessen to Göttingen, so Klein, after his
Ph.D. examination at Bonn in December 1868, went to Göttingen in order to join
the stimulating group of young mathematicians around Clebsch.84

Lie, who had discovered his interest in mathematics rather late, was strongly
interested in geometrical problems 85 and considered Plucker as one of his main

76 OE 1895.
77 As to Klein see: «Felix Klein zur Feier seines siebzigsten Geburtstages) (with contributions by R. Fricke, A.

Voss, W. Wirtinger, A. Schoenflies, C. Caratheodory, A. Sommerfeld, H. E. Timmerding and L. Prandtl);
in: Die Naturwissenschaften 7 (1919) 273-317. COURANT 1925; WEYL 1930; BEHNKE 1960. Of considerable
interest are Klein's introductory notes, footnores and comments in the 3 volumes of KLEIN Papers,
published in 1921, 1922 and 1923. A lot about Klein ean also be found in the biographies of Hilbert and
Courant, REID 1970 and 1976.

78 As to Weierstrass see: Acla Malhematica 39 (1923) (volume in memory ofK. Weierstrass, H. Poincare and S.
Kowalewsky); BEHNKE and KOPFERMANN 1966; BIERMANN 1966.

79 As to Kummer see: KUMMER Papers, vol. I: contains several obituaries and orher articles on Kummer's
work and life.

80 As to Kronecker see: FROBENIUS 1893, WEBER 1893, and KNESER 1925.
81 As to S. Lie see: ENGEL 18990, 1899b; and NOETHER 1900. Of considerable interesr are also the many

letters and rernarks eontained in the editorial eomments arrd notes by F. Engel and P. Heegaard at the end of
each of the seven volumes of UE Papers.

82 As to Plucker see: CLEBSCH 1895, and KLEIN 1926, 119-126.
83 As to the following see the literature quoted in footnote 77.
84 See BRlLL, GoRDbN, ... 1874, and KLEIN 1926, 296-298.
85 See footnote 81.
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teachers, though he had never met hirn! Thus, Klein, and Lie had strong common
scientific interests, which, however, did not fit so well into the style of mathematics
they found in Berlin.

They decided, therefore, to go to Paris. This they did in the spring of 1870. Even
though their stay was cut short by the outbreak of the French-German war in J ulY
1870, it had a strong decisive influence on their future scientific work:

In Paris Klein and Lie had their encounter with group theory in the person of
Camille Jordan86 (1838-1922). Between 1867 and 1869 Jordan had published
several papers 87 on the Euclidean group in space, in which he had given a
thorough analysis of its continuous and discrete subgroups. He also employed the
concept of infinitesimal transformations. In 1870 Jordan in his almost 700 pages
long Traite des substitutions et des equations algebriques88 gave an extensive presentation
and analysis of Galois's theory on algebraic equations andtheir (Galois) groups.

I mentioned already that Klein's and Lie's sray in Paris was cut short in July 1870
by ehe French-German war, but, as Richard Courant in his memorial address afer
Klein's death in 1925 said,89 «when Klein had to leave Paris after a stay of 2 and
1/2 months because of the out break of the war, he carried the philosopher's stone
with hirn: he had grasped the notiorr.of a group most thorougWy, that signpost
which forthwith led hirn with unerring security on his scientific way of Iife», The
same can be said for Lie! When Klein had left France, Lie decided to walk (!) to
Italy in order to avoid the war. He came, however, .only as far as Fontainebleau,
where he was arrested as a German spy, because the mathematical manuscripts,
written in German, made hirn suspect! He stayed in prison for 4 weeks till the
testimony of Darboux freed hirn! How Lie enjoyed this time in prison can be seen
from a later letter (1877)ofhis to the mathematician Adolph Mayer90 (1839-1908),
with whom he collaborated on partial differential equations.f ' The following
passage from that letter 92 sheds some light on Lie's somewhat strangely
conditioned creativity: «... This is actually strange; in the last few years I have always
made my discoveries, when I was afflicted by misfortune in some way: In the
spring of 1872 I had injured my eye and exactly at that time I discovered the
method of integration. In January of 1873 my father dies, and I created group
theory. In the spring of 1876 several misfortunes hit my wife's next of kin and at
exactly that time I developed my new theories of integration. In J anuary of 1877 I
injured my shoulder, so that I could not continue writing as usual and on the same
evening I had a good idea about minimal surfaces which, at least, brought a lot of
pleasure. I found the basic idea for my paper «Ü ber Komplexe» in an equally

86 As to Jordan sec: LEBESGUE 1923,
87 JORDAN 1867 and 1868.
88 JORDAN 1870.
89 See Footnote 77.
90 As to Mayer see: LIEBMANN 1908.
91 This collaboracion did not result in joint papers, but Mayer -similar to Klein- had a strong influence on

Lie by urging him to clarify bis many ideas and by helping Lie to prepare the final version of bis papers for
publication, a task which Lie clid not Iike at alllThe widespread recognition of Lie's and Mayer's work can
be judged, for instance, from the wellknown textbook. GOURSAT 1921, chs. VIII-XI.

92 LIE Papers, vcl. III, 691.
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strange way, one evening in Paris as I had just fallen asleep. Immediately after wards
I was put into prison for one month in Fontainebleau and I had complete peace and
quiet working out that discovery which gave me incornparable pleasure.» (The
«rnethods of integration» Lie mentions here refer to his work 93 on the Integration
of partial differential equations.)

At the end of 1870 Lie went back to Oslo (then Kristiana), where in the summer
of 1871 he took his Ph.D. examination,

In the beginning of the same year Klein became Privatdozent in Göttingen,
working and teaching in close contact with Clebsch. In the wake of their close
collaboration in Berlin and Paris, Klein and Lie wrote several joint papers,94 the
most important of which is the one which appeared in vol. 4 of the Mathematische
Annalen. Here they consider properties of transformation groups in the plane,
discuss their orbits, the sets of points left invariant, their infinitesimal
transformations and, in the final paragraph, for which Lie was responsible.f ' they
show, by means of a simple example, how the knowledge of a transformation
group which leaves a differential equation invariant, can help to integrate that
equation.

Though the results of this paper are not overwhelming, its content set the future
trend in research for its two authors:

In 1871/72 Lie began to work systematically on the problem of how to use the
knowledge that a differential equation or a set of them is invariant under an
infinitesimal transformation group, for the integration of those equations.

As Lie stressed several times 96 in later years, this approach was a generalization
of the Galois theory 97 for algebraic equations -

Pn(x) = x" +an-l x"-l + ...+ao = ° ,
where the knowledge of the discrete Galois (permutation) group, the elernents g of
which permute the roots Xi' i = 1, .... , n, of the equation Pn( x) = 0 but leave this
equation invariant, is of essential importance in finding those roots and determining
their properties.

After Lie had starred this work on differential equations, he realized that he did
not' know enough about the structure of continuous groups and so he began to
analyze them. This work of Lie is much bett er known 98 than his work on
differential equations.

But it should not be forgotten that Lie's work on group theory was mainly

93 Lie's work on partial differential cquations is contained mainly in: UE Papers, vols. IU, IV and VI.
94 KLEIN and LlE 1870 a, 1870b, and 187!.
95 KLEIN Papers, vol. I, p. 456, Footnote 28. Sec also: UE Papers, vol. I, 743-746.
96 I quote only a few exarnples, of which there are maoy more- LlE and ENGEL 1888, vol. I, p. IU- V and vol.

III, p. VI-XXIII. See also LIE 1895.
97 There are, of course, many books on Galois Theory; I myself, as a student, tried to Iearn the rudiments from

the dassical textbook: VANDER WAERDEN 1955.
98 In the meantime there are so many books on Lle algebras and Lie groups and since everybody has his

favoured choise I do not quote any of theml
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motivated by his interest to provide general methods for solving differential
equations!

Lie's papers of differential equations and their symmetry groups are contained in
the vols. Ill- VII of his col1ected work.99 It is impossible to summarize the wealth of
his ideas here and I have to refer to the literature on them.100 I will mention one
simple example: 101

Suppose the Pfaffian differential equation

X(XIY) qy - Y(xlY) dx = O~

has the integral curv es w(xlY) = const., i.e. w(xlY) obeys the equation
XOxw + Yoyw =O. Suppose further that the infinitesimal transformation

(jx = ~(xlY) (ja , (jy = n;x IY) (ja

maps the integral curve {(xlY)} onto an integral curve {(x + (jx,y + (jy)}. Because
W(x+(jx,y+(jy)=w+(~oxw+1'fOyW) (ja, the points (x+(jx,y+(jy) describe an
integral curveiff ~oxw+1'fOyW =J(w). Now, if ({Jis a smooth function, then ((J(w) is
a solution of the equation XOx({J+ YOy({J=0, if w(xlY) is a solution. Thus, we can
normalize J( w) = 1.

From the equations

XOxw + Yoyw = 0, ~Oxw +1'fOyW = 1

we obtain
Y

°xw= -1'fX-~Y'
x

OyW=1'fX-~Y'

i.e. 1'fX -~Y is an integrating factor of the above Pfaffian equation and we can
calculate the function w(xlY) by the line integral

fXdY-YdX
w(xlY) = I1X _~Y

Lie did not only work on finite-dimensional (r-parameter) continuous groups.

99
100

See the quotations of the different volumcs in the references given above.
LlE and SCHEFFERS1891. One oE the first who included Lie's theory on partial differential equations in a
textbook was GoURSAT 1921, in the first edition from 1891 (Lie, who was very pleased about this book,
wrote a preface to the German translation, which was published in '1893 bei Teubner (Leipzig); see UE
Papers, vol. IV, 317-319). VESSIOT 1899; the French mathematician Ernest Vessiot (1865-1952) came to
Leipzig in 1888 (LIE Papers, vol. V, P: 652) in order to study Lie's work, and later made a number of
important contributions to the relationship berween group theory and the tbeory of differential equations
hirnself VON WEBER 1899. COHEN 1911. ENGEL and FABER 1932. Modern textbooks (artides) with many
references are the foUowing: BLUMAN and COLE 1974, OVSIANNIKQV 1982, and WINTERNITZ 1983.
LIE 1874a. Sec also LIE and SCHEFFERS 1891, eh. 6.101
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His work on partial differential equations led hirn to investigate infinite-dimensional
groups, nowadays called pseudogroups by mathematicians 102 and gauge groups
by physicistS.103 It is apart of this woi:k Emmy Noether refers to 104 in connection
with her second theorem mentioned above.

In the fall of 1872 Felix Klein, 23 years old, was appointed full professor for
mathematics at the University of Erlangen. During Klein's last month in Göttingen
and his first month in Erlangen Lie joined hirn, in order to discuss their respective
work on group theorv.

In Erlangen each new professor had to present an outline (<<Programm») of his
future research to the faculty. In Nov. 1872 Klein presented his farnous «Erlanger
Programm» on the application of group theory to geometry/os as it had emerged
from his discussions with Lie.106 This «manifeste» on the importance of group
theory for geometry later was translated into many languages 107 and became very
influentiall108 It prodaimed for the first time, many ideas concerning
transformation gf0UpS which nowadays form an essential part of that field:

Klein formulated the general problem he had in mind as follows: 109 «Given are
a manifold and a group of transformations of the same; those configurations
bel on ging to that manifold with regard to such properties as are not altered by the
transformations of the group should be investigated.» Starting with a «large»
(cprincipal») transformation group of a given manifold, one can obtain new
geometrical structures by considering the different subgroups of the principal
group and by identifying the new geometrical objects which are left invariant by the
respective subgroups. Thus, starting with projective geometry and its transforrna-
tion group, one can characterize affine, rnetric, conformal etc. geometries by
identifying the corresponding subgroups of the general linear transforrnation group
of projective geometry.

After the «Erlanger Programm» was formulated, the scientific paths of Klein and
Lie parted.i ' 0 Whereas Lie during the following years worked mainlyon
differential equations and continuous groups, Klein star ted to «cornbine Galois and
Riernann», that is to say, he combined the theory of discrete groups with the theory
of complex functions. This led to his extensive work on automorphic functions 111
and his fateful scientific encounter with Henri Poincare, causing his nervous

/-------

102 See, for instance, KUMPERA 1975 (with many references).
103 There are many reviews and books on gauge theories, fiber bundles, etc .. I mentiou just Olle review article

which contains rnany references: EGUCHl, GILKEY and HANSON 1980.
104 LlE 1891.
105 KLEIN 1872.
106 See Klein's notes in: KLEIN Popen, vol. I, 411-414.
107 A list of the translations ean be found in KLEIN Papers, voi. II!, Anhang, P: 17. I :nention here the -not

very smooth- English translation: KLEIN 1893.
108 Sec, for instance, C. Caratheodory, «Die Bedeutung des Erlanger Programms»; in: Fe/ix Klein ZIJT Feier .... ,

cornpare footnote 77, 297-300.
109 I ean mention here only a few of the topies Klein diseusses.
110 See Klein as quoted in footnote 106.
111 See Footnote 74.
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break down in 1882 which, as he would later say,112 destroyed the inner core of his
scientific creativity, at the age of 33!

6. Work on relations between conservation laws and symmetry trans-
formations prior to 1918

In facr, the traditional references to the origin of the fundamental mathematical notions in
analytical dynamies are almost always ineorreet.
Aurd Wintner113 (1903-1958)

I mentioned already the important work of Herglotz and Engel, relating
conservation laws of a system to Poincare - or Galileo - invariance respectivdy.
These papers were referred to by E. Noether. There are older publications on the
subject, however, which she does not quote but which are worth mentioning here.

When I looked up the history of the 10 classical conservation laws in mechanics,
I was surprised to discover how dose their derivations - especially those of
momentum and angular mornentum conservation - from translation and rotation
invariance by Joseph Louis de Lagrange114' (1736-1813), William Rowan
Hamilton11S (1805-1865) and Carl Gustav Jacob J acobi 116 (1804-1851) were to
the ideas contained in Noether's first theorem: At the center of Lagrange's
derivation is his analytical version of the dynamical principle as forrnulated by J ean
Baptiste Lerond D' Alembert 11\1717-1783): Let Xi = (XiJYiJ Zi), i= 1, .... , n, be the
Eudidean position (vector) of a particle, Fi(xl> .... , xn) the force acting on it and bXi
an infinitesimal (»virtual») displacement of the position x, compatible with the
constraints imposed on the systern, then the dynamical laws of rnotion can be
derived from the relation

11

E
;=1

(mjXj -Fj)·bxj = 0 . (5)

Under the assumption that all forces are internal118 and that they depend only
on the relative distances rik = [(Xi _"k)2JI/2 the sum E Fj'bXj becomes a linear
combination of the variations

1 .
brjk = - (Xj -xk)·b(xj -Xk) ,

rjk

112
113
114

117

KLEIN Papers, vol. III, p. 585; KLEIN 1926, p. 380.
WINTNER 1941, p. 413. As to Wintner see: HARTMAN 1962.
LAGRANGE 1853. I shall quere aecording to LAGRANGE Papers, vol. XI. That part whieh eoncerns us here
is eontained in the «Seccnde Partie, Seetions I-UkAs to Lagrange see: BURZIO 1942, and SARTON 1944.
HAMILTON 1834. I shall quote aeeording to vol. I! of the HAMILTON Papers. As to Hamilton see: GRAVES
1882. See also eh. Graves, «Eloge», in: HAMILTON Papers, vol. I, P: ix-xvi.
JACOBI1842. These lectures were given by j acobi at the Universiey of Königsberg during the winter terrn
1842/1843. The material we are interested in here, is eontained in the Ieeeures 2-5. As to Jaeobi see:
LEJEUNE DIRICHLET 1881, and KÖl'iGSBERGER 1904.
D'ALEMBERT 1743, paragraph 50. I had only the German translation available. As to D'Alembert see:
BERTRAND 1889 and GRIMSLEY 1963.
Lagrange considers the rnore general case with external forces, too.

115

116

118
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Considering displacements OXj=a, Lagrange observes that Orjk = 0, so that

L .. dL LmjXj = dt mjxj '= 0, i.e. the total momentum mj Xj is conserved.

Similarly, by co.nsidering the infinitesimal rotations OXj = -YjO<p, OYj=Xj O<p,
Oz; =0 around the z- and the other axes which again imply Orjk=0, Lagrange
derived the conservation of angular momentum for a dosed system

d n
- L m, (x, x x;) = 0 .
dt ;=1

Putting OXj=dxj and by assuming the sum LFjdxi to be a total differential,
Lagrange obtains from D'Alembert's principle the conservation of the total energy

(eforces vives»).
Obviously D'Alembert's principle here appears as powerful as the dosely related

action principle, a property, Lagrange realized119 quite dearly: «Un des avantages
de la formule dont il s'agit est d' offrir immediarement les equations generales qui
renferment les principes ou rheoremes connus sous [es noms de eonservationdesforees
vives, de conseruation du mouvement du centre de graviti, de eonservation_des moments de
rotation ou Prineipe des aires, et de Prineipe de la moindre quantite d action»

Jacobi derived 120 the dassical conservation laws in the same way as Lagrange,
being analytically somewhat more detailed and stating explicitly that the potential U
should not depend on the time t if energy conservation is to hold.

Even doser to the spirit of Noether's first theorem is Hamilton's derivation of
momentum and angular momentum conservation from invariance under trans-
lations and rotations by using his «principal function» 121

S [ ] S(xt> ...•x.)
t, Xi; bi=Xi(t=O) = (Pidxi-Hdt),

(bj ,...•b.)

os = -H bt + i~1 (gradx,S)OXj + i~1 (gradb,S)·Obj

gradx,S = Pr ,gradbt'S = - P2(t = 0) .

Hamilton argues 122 that a simultaneOl1st";anslation or rotation of the initial and
final configurations (bI' .... , bn) and (Xio .... ,xn) should not change OS, so that

119
120

Mfcanique Analytique I. p. 257. The italics are Lagrange's!
Klein gives all the eredit for the derivation of the classical conservation laws by means of D' Alernbert's
principles to jacobi (KLEIN 1927. 56-57). Tbis eertainly is not justifiedl Lagrange is the one who deserves
the ereditl
In paragraph 6 of HAMILTON 1834. he aetually uses the «characreristic» funetion V =5 +Ht.
H =E ee const. This does not make any difference, however.
«... it evidendy follows from the conception of our characteristic function V, that this function depends on
the Initial and final positions of the attracting or repelling points of a system, not as referred to any foreign
standard, but only as compared to one another; and rherefore that this function will not vary, if wihout
making any real change in either initial or final configuration, or in the relation of these to eaeh other, we
alter at once all the initial and all the final positions of the points of the system, by any common motion,
whether of translation or of rotaticn». See HAMILTON 1834. p. 112.

121

122
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L gradx,S - L Pi(t) = - L gradb,S = L pj(t = 0)
I I I 1

as a consequence of the invariance of OSunder infinitesimal translations
OXi-->O (x, +a), Ob;-->O(bj +a) .

In the same way Hamilton derives angular momentum conservation as a
consequence of the invariance of oS under infinitesimal rotations!

Hamilton and Jacobi were very dose to Noether's general result in mechanics in
the following sense: Both used 123 the fact that a solution S(t,q;a) of the Hamilton-
J acobi equation which depends on a parameter a has the property that oS/oa
becomes a constant of motion for those extrem als I(t) which are transversal to the
wave fronts S(t,q;a) = const., that is to say for which PP) = 0jS(t,q;a). Because
dS(t,q(t»/dt=L, where L is the Lagrangian function, we have on the other hand

;1

d
dt

es st:
Oa = Ta

Suppose now that a is the parameter of an infinitesimal transformation
Ot = T(t,q)Oa, 01 =Q(t,q) Oa, then we have

[

I:
I:

oS
Oa 1.=0 Ot ST + OjSQ = -HT +Pj Q ,

and therefore

ddt (-HT +hQ) = oLOaI
:1/,

Thus, if L is invariant under such a transformtion, then the quantity - HT + pR
is a constant of motion. This simple reformulation of Hamilton's and J acobi's
theorem that oS/Oa is a constant of motion on the extrem als, is exactly Noether's
theorem in the case of mechanics! 124 J acobi also made systematic use of Poisson's
brackets in order to calculate new constants of motion from two given ones: He
calculated 125 the third angular momentum component as the Poisson bracket of
the two first ones and he was the first to write down 126 the Lie algebra of the
Eudidean group in 3 dimensions by means of Poisson brackets!

123 Hamilton eonsiders only the initial positions (bj , ....• b.) as parameters whereas Jacobi discusses the gencral
ease of arbrrary parameters on which the funetion S may depend. J acobi's work on Hamilton's theory is
eontained in the following publieations: JACOBI 18370, 1838 and 1842. On the relationship between
Hamilton's and Jaeobi's approaches see: «Editorial Note Il» by A.W. Conway and A.J. McConneil in vol.
II (613-621) of HAMILTON'S Papers. PRANGE 1904. ehs. B-D. Of eonsiderable interest in this conrexr is also
the note VI (~(Sur Ies equations differentielles des problerncs de Mecaniquc, et la forme que l'on peut donner
a leur integrales») by J. Bertrand at the end of his edition of LAGRANGE 1853. t. 1.. 468-484. Ir is closely
related to our diseussion above.

124 This derivation of Noether's first theorem in the case of mechanies is diseussed in: KASTRUP 1983.
125 JACOBI 1842. Iecture 34.
126 jACOBJ 1838. p. 114.
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Another important notion in the context of our discussion is that of a «cyclic» or
«ignorable» coordinate, the importance of which was first stressed by Edward J ohn
Routh127 (1831-1907) and alittlelater128 by Helrnholtz:

If the Lagrangian function L(t,q,q) does not depend on one of the coordinates C/,
say ql, then if follows from the equations of motion that

d aL
dl aqr = 0

that is to say the canonical momentum PI = aLl aql is a constant of motion. In
other words: if the Lagrangian L is invariant under the translation ql --+ql +a of
the generalized coordinate ql, then we have the constant of rnotion PI = PI (q,q).

If there are 2 cyclic coordinates, say land I, then we have the constants of
rnotion PI and P2 which are «in involution», that is to say their Poisson bracket
vanishes. The ultimate goal as to the integration of a system with 211degrees of
freedom in phase space is to find such a coordinate system in which a1111coordinates
r/ are cyclic; for then aIl momenta Pj are constants and since the Hamilton function
Hnow depends only on these constants the integration of the equations of motion
is triviall129 .-

Intimately related to the method of obtaining constants of motions by means of
cyclic coordinates are a number of papers which appeared during the last decade of
the 19th century in the wake of Lie's work 130 on the groups of motion and the
conformal groups associated with the geodesics of a Riernannian manifold:

Among those involved were Paul Appell 131 (1855-1930), Gaston Darboux 132
(1842-1917), Paul Painleve133 (1863-1933) and Rene Liouville134 (1856-1930) in
France; Otto Staude135 (1857-1930), Paul StäCkel136 (1862-1919) and Adolf
Kneser137 (1862-1930) in Germany, and Tullio Levi-Civital38 (1873-1941) and
Guido Fubini 139 (1877-1954) in Italy.

127 ROUTH 1877, eh. IV, paragraph 20. As to Routh see: FORSYTH 1907 ..
128 HELMHOLTZ 1884.
129 Modern expositions of these ideas are: MOSER 1973, WHITEMAN 1977, and ARNOLD 1983.
130 UE 1882.
131 ApPELL 1890, 1891, 1892a and 1892b. As ro Appell a~d.his work see: Paul Appell, «Notice sur les travaux

scientifiques» Acta Mathematica 45 (1925) 161.285;~BuHL 1931.
132 DARBOUX 1889. As to Darboux see: LEBON 1913, .HJLBERT 1917b arid VOSS 1918.
133 PAINLEVE I 892a, 1892b, 1892c, 1892d, 1893, 1894., 1894b, 1895, and 1896, 16" lecon. AU these papers

nre reprinted in: PAINLEVE Papers, t. IIr, 290-328, 423-510, 513-611. On pp. 277-281 of this volurne there is
an evaluation of Painleve's work on mechanics by A. Lichnerowicz. A list of publications on Painleve's Iife
and work as a mathematician and as a politician -he was minisrer during the first world war- is contained
in: PAINLEVE Papers, vol. I, pp. 23·24. See also J. Hadamard, same volume, 37·73.

134 UOUVlLLE 1891, 1892 a, 1892b, 1892c and 1895. As to Liouville see: LEVY 1931. This Liouville is not to
be confused with the famous Joseph Liouville (1809.1882). .

135 STAUDE 1892, 1893 a, and 1893b. As to Staude see: SCHUR 1931.
136 STÄCKEL 1891, 1893., I 893b, 1894 a, 1894b, 1897, arid 1898. As to Stäckd see: PERRON 1920 end LOREY

1921. .
137 KNESER i894 and 1917. As to Kneser see: KOSCHMIEDER 1930.
138 LEVl-OVlTA 1896. As to Levi-Clvita see: CARTAN 1942 and AMALDJ 1946.
139 FUBINI 1903 a, 1903b, 1904, and 1908. AU these paper., are reprinted under the numbers 9, 11, 16 and 40 in:

FUBINI Papers. As to Fubini see; SEGRE 1954.
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I cannot cover a11 the problems discussed by these authorsin those papers
quoted, but will only outline that part which is of interest in our context: An
essential element of the work concerned is Jacobi's version 140 of the principle of
least action for conservative systems: If L = T - U does not depend on the time t
explicitly, then T + U = E = const .. Suppose further that the kinetic energy has the

form T =~gjj i:j q and that the coefficientsgj/q) and the potential U(q) depend only

on the coordinates I, not on the velocities ;l
F or a given total energy E. the Lagrangian L becomes L = 2 T - E and the

action integral SeT - U)dt may be replaced by S2Tdt. E~minating the time t by
observing that T = E - U one obtains

2T = 2(~ gij i:jq)1/2 (E _ U)1/2

and the J aco bian action integral

AJ = S [2(E - U)]l/2 (gij dc/dl)1/2

is the same as that for the geodesics of an li-dimensional Riernannian manifold with
the metric

di = 2(E - U)gij dc/ dr/

Thus the dynamical problem has become apart of Riernannian geometry! Notice
that the curve parameter 1(/) of the geodesics is arbitrary.141 We, therefore, may
take it to be 1=l. Then there are 11-1 second order differential equations for the
geodesics c/(l), i=2, .....n. In addition to the energy constant E the orbits will
depend on 211- 2 arbitrary constants of integration. Suppose now that

lJr/ = ~j(q) lJa

is the infinitesimal transformation of a I-parameter transformation group which, for
a fixed but otherwise arbitrary constant E, leaves the differential equationsfor the
geodesics invariant (i.e. if q is an orbit, then q+lJq is an orbit, too).

Then one may ask the question: 'IX hat does this invariance imply tor the
transformation properties of the potential U(q) and the «kinetic» !ine element
do'2 = giiCq) dcj dr/?

The answer given by Painleve, Staude, Stackel and Kneser is the following:142

140 JACOB1, 1837b and 1842, lecture 6. A beautiful exposition of the relationship between Riemannian
geometry and Jacobi's version ofthe action principle is giveo by DARBOUX 1887, vol. 2 (1889), livre V,hhs.
VI-VIII. .

141 Some subtleries concerning Jacobi's action are discussed by WINTNER 1941, paragraphs 171-184.
142 See foornores 133, 135, 136 and 137. Staude discussed the cases "=2,3 whereas Painleve, Staeckel and

Kneser considered more general cases.
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The potential U has to be an invariant, i.e. ~j 8 j U = 0, and the line element dcr2 has
to be transforrned conformally!

If one chooses coordinates rj, such that theaction of the group is just a trans-
lation 143 of, say qz, then we have 82 U = 0, i.e. U is independent of qz, and dcr2 has
the form

dCT2= iq2 &j drj dt/, b = const. ,

where the coefficients gij do not depend on l!
If b = U then the acnon ot the group is an isornetry and' kinetic and potential

energies are independent of l' which, therefore, is a cyclic coordinate and we have a
conservation law. This is again a special example for E. Noether's firsr theorem.

The authors mentioned above did not draw any conclusions concerning
conservation laws - the conclusions in the last paragraph are mine. They were
interested in the following problem: Suppose, there are two conservative
mechanical systems, defined by the three quantities dcr2 =gijdrj dt/, U (q), E and
db'2 =gijd!dqi, 0(4), b respectively. When is the totality of orbits of the first
system in one-to-one correspondence to the totality of orbits of the second system?

The answer is that the following Darboux transformation 144 has to hold
between the three corresponding quantities:

db'2 = (cU +d)dCT2
, ° aU+b

eU+d'
b aE+b

eE+d

a, b, c, d constants with ad -eb f= O.

.In our context we are dealing with the special case a = d= 1, b = e = O.
In 1890 Poincare pointed out 145 the connection between the invariance of the

equations of motion under time translations, space translations, rotations and
special Galileo transformations, and energy conservation, momentum conserva-
tion, angular momentum conservation and uniforme center of mass motions,
respectively, without actuallyderiving these conservation laws; but he was
probably the first one who drew attention.ito the relationship between special
Galileo invariance and the uniforme center of mass motion.

In 1897 Ignaz Schütz 146 ( -1926) derived momentum conservation from
the Galileo-covariance of energy conservation by using the fact - to speak in
modern terms - that the commutator between the generators of time translations

143
144
145
146

That such a ehöice of coordinates is possrbie, was a1ready proved by Lie: LIE and ENGEL 1888, vol.l. P: 49.
See Footnote 132.
POINCARE 1890, eh. II paragraph 5, and 1892, t.I. paragraph 56.
SCHÜTZ 1897. This paper became well-known after Minkowski mentioned it in his famous lecture:
MINKOWSKI 1908b. I found a small note saying that Schütz had been an assistant of Boltzmann and Voigt,
that he died in Aug. 1926 and that he had been without a scientific position during the last 20 years of his
life. No birthdate is mentioned: [abresber. d. deulsch,n Malh,m. Vereinig. 37 (1928), appendix, p. 27.
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and special Galileo transformations is the generator for translations. In 1900
Poincare did the same/47 without mentioning Schütz.

E. Noether quotes rwo papers 148 by Georg"Hamell49 (1877-1954). As these
papers have been mentioned several tim es 150 by Eugene Wigner, it may be useful

to indicate their content:
Hamel is concerned with the generalization of the following properties of the

3-dimensional rotator:
The equations of motion for the rotator take different forms, depending on the

frame of reference 151:

In the inertial, space fixed frame we have

iJ1=M1, i=l, 2, 3,
dt I I

where J;, i = 1,2,3, are the three components of the angular momentum and M;
those of the torque, all with respect to the inertial frame I.

If äi is the angular velocity vector in the body fixed frame B, then in this frame
the Euler equations of motion are

d B..J JB- J i +.2.,; Cijk Wj k
dt },k=l

Mf, Jf Wi ei, i = 1,2,3,

where eil i = 1,2,3 are the three principal moments of inertia.
Let l{I, qJ, e be the three Euler angles which describe the position of the body-

fixed frame with respect to the speace-fixe frame, then the components oi, are given
by the following 3 «non-holonornic» relations

coup e + sine sinqJ l{I

= - sinqJ e + sine coetp l{I

(p + cose l{I

W1

w2

W3

Hamel notices that the structure of the dynamical equations is intimately related
to the Lie algebra of the rotation group 50(3): . .
i. The transformation from the variables w;, i = 1,2,3, to the variables l{I, ip, e,

provides a representation of the Lie algebra of SO (3).
11. The coefficients Bijk in the terrn Bijk wJ f are the structure constants of the Lie

algebra.

147
148
149
150

POINCARE 1900.
HAMEL 1904., and 1904b.
As to Harne! sec KUCHARSKI 1952, SCHMElDLER 1952 and 1955.
WIGNER 1949, Footnote 4; 1954, ref, 1; 1964, ref 4; 1963, footnote 14 (1967, Footnote 17). HOUTAPPEL,
VAN DAM and WIGNER 1965, Footnote 20. This footnore -the mäin content of which is attributed to E.
Guth- describes the story of the conservation laws in mechanics very much likc Klein did: KLEIN 1927,
56-59. Klcin's story is, however, very incomplete, see my Footnote 120.
KLEIN and SOMMERFELD 1897.151
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iii, The simplicity ofthe dynamical equations is related to the rotational invariance
of the kinetic energy of the rotator.

Hamel then generalizes the 3-dimensional rotator to an n-dimensional one, where
the group 50(n) replaces the 50(3) and where the equations of motion in a body-
fixed frame take the form

d .n B
-J~ + L c.; W]kdt 1 j,k~l J J

M f, i = 1,...,n .

Here Cijk are the structure constants of the Lie algebra of the group 50(n).
Harnel mentions that the n-dimensional rotator may have cyclic coordinates, like the
3-dimensional one has, In addition he says explicitly 152 that his work is not related
to that of Painleve, Stackel and Staude. He does not seem to know that the main
results of his work are already contained in abrief but beautiful paper from 1901 by
Poincare,153 in whieh the group 50(3) is replaced by a transitive transformation
group acting on ' an n-dimensional configuration space. Poincare stresses the
importance of cyclic coordinates, too.

We see that Emmy Noether had a number of predecessors as to the problem of
rdating symmetry .properties to conservation laws for special systems.respecially in
mechanics. Hower, here again what van der Wa~rden said in his obituary 154 about
her work is very true: «The maxim by which Emmy Noether was guided
throughout her work might be formulated as follows: "Any relationships between
numbers, functions and operations only become transparent, generally applicable,
and fully productive after they have been isolated from their particular objects and
been formulated as universally valid concepts."»

The beauty and the outstanding importance of Emmy Noether's paper from
] uly 1918 consists in its combination of two properties: It is extrernely general on
the one hand, but on the other hand it provides an dementary construction of the

. conserved quantities, once the Lagrangian and its invariance group are given!

7. A few remarks on the recognition of Noether's theorems within the
scientific community

." während die Physiker jetzt clieseBegriff";':' Teil neu erfinden und sich durch einen
Urwald von Unklarheiten mühevoll einen Pfad durchholzen müssen, indessen ganz in der
Nähe die längst vortrefflich angelegte Straße der Mathematiker bequem vorwärts führt.
Hermann Minkowski 155

It took more than 30 years till Emmy Noether's work concerning the

152 HAMEL 19040, footnore 4, on P: 4.
153 POINCARE1901 b. In a later 'paper Harne! acknowledges the priority of Poincare and others: HAMEL 1908,

p. 385. •
154 See footnote 8.
155 MINKOWSKl 1907. English translation: «... while the physicists are now inventing these concepts anew and

have to hack their trail through a jungle of confusions, the very well-built road of the mathematicians, near
at hand, leads cornfortably forward»,
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relationship between invariance properties and conservation laws of a physical
system was fully appreciated. I shall indicate a few instances of this historical
development until approximatdy 1960: I mentioned already that E. Bessel-Hagen,
prodded by Felix Klein, applied Noether's results to mechanics and electrodyna-
mies 156 in 1921.

In his extended paper «Die Grundlagen der Physik» from 1924 Hilbert drew
attention 157 to E. Noether's paper from ] uly 1918 and its second theorem. Her
paper was discussed in some detail in the first volume of the textbook Methoden der
Mathematischen Physik by Courant and Hilbert in 1924, toO.15S Hermann Weyl
mentions her paper in a bibliographical note, 159 contained in the 4th edition (1921)
of .his textbook 5pace- Time-Matter.

The review article by R. Weitzenböck on the recent developments in algebraic
invariant theory and differential invariants in the Enryklopädie der Mathematischen
Wissenschaften from 1922 contained a summary, written by hersdf/60 of E.
Noether's papers from ] anuary and ] uly 1918. Around that time recognition of her
work seems to have been confined to the Göttingen circle! Wolfgang Pauli (1900-
1958), in his famous relativity article161 from 1921 mentions only her paper on
differential invariants from ] anuary 1918.

Then quantum mechanics came with its emphasis on the Hamiltonian frame-
work in mechanics and with its new forrnulation of symmetries as being associated
with unitary (or antiunitary) representations of groups in the Hilbert spaces of
states.162 All three classical books on group theory and quantum rnechanics,
namdy those by Hermann Weyl,163 Eugene Faul WignerI64 (1902- ) and
Bartel Laendert van der Waerden 165 (1903- ), do not deal with action integrals
and their invariance properties!

Only with the rise of quantum field theory and elernentary particle physics did
the Lagrangian framework slowly come back into view: The variational identity (1)
was rediscovered several times by physicists 166 dealing with field theories, without
mentioning Noether's work.

156 See footnote 52.
157 HILBERT 1915, 1917a and 1924.
158 COURANT and HILBERT 1924, Bd. 1,216-219.
159 WEYL 1922, p, 322, Note 5 of eh. IV •
160 WEITZENBÖCK 1927, paragraph 28; reprinted in: NOETHER Papers, 405-408.
161 PAULI 1921, P' 598, Footnote 84. It is hardly necessary to quote literat ure «as to Pauli». Let me, nevertheless,

rnention the following: FIERZ and WEISSKOPF 1960, and HERMANN, MEYENN and WEISSKOPF 1979.
162 Representation theory of groups (initiated by the mathernaticians G, Frobenius and 1. Schur) was

introduced into the new quantum mechanies -with some help by J. von Neumann- by Eugene P.
Wigner: WIGNER 1927a and 1927b. About a year latcr a paper by H. Weyl followed: WEYL 1928b. On
symmetries in classical and quantum systems and thelr relationships sec, e-g., HOUTAPPEL, VAN DAM and
WIGNER 1965.

163 WEYL 1928b.
164 WIGNER 1931.
165 VAN DER WAERDEN 1932.
166 Here arc a few exarnples: HEISENBERG and FAUL! 1929 and 1930. ROSENFELD 1940, BEL!NFANTE 1940a

and 1940b. FAUL! 1941. WENTZEL 1943, SCHWINGER 1951. Note added in proof: After having read the
preprint of the present article of mine, Arthur S. Wightman, Princeron, in J an. 1985 wrote .me a letter
concerning the content of this section 7: although ir is true that theoretical physicists did not quote E.
Noether' paper in the fourtierh, a number of them were quite aware of it.
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For the thirties I could make out just one paper which explicitly and systematically
applied Noether's first theorern to a known field theoryl That is the paper by
Moisei A. Markov 167 (1908- ) about the currents of a Dirac particle in an
external electromagnetic field. The subject of his article was suggested - according
to Mai:kov's rernarks at the end - by Yuri B. Rumer 168 (1901- ) who had
been in Göttingen for several years in the lare twenties and early thirties, part of that
time as an assistant ofBorn.169 He must have met E. Noether during that time and
gotten acquainted with her and Bessel-Hagen's woi:kl

Prompted by Markov's paper Noether's theorems were discussed in 1949 by
Iwanenko and Sokolov in their textbook! 70 on classical field theory. A
breakthrough came with Edward L. Hill's (1904-1974) exposition 171 of Noether's
paper in 1951. In a paper from 1952 P. G. Bergmann and R. Thomson 172 refer to
Noether's second theorem. Beginning in 1956 there are several beautiful papers 173
by A. Trautman dealing with the problems associated with Noether's two
theorems. In the first volume of their textbook on Mesons and FieJds,! 74 Bethe,
Schweber and de Hoffmann mention Hill's paper. The Introducsion to the Tbeory of
Quantized Fields175 from 1957, by Bogoliubov and Shii:kov, has a paragraph
entitled «Noether's theorem», without quoting her paper. The first volume on Field
Theory175 from 1958 by Rzewuski has a long discussion on the connection between
the invariance of the action integral and the conservation laws of a systern, quoting
Noether's paper. So does Roman in his Tbeory of Elementary Parsieles 177 from 1960.

Thus, the physics community slowly became aware of that important piece of
woi:k from 1918 by an important mathematician, who, however, was rreated badly
during her lifetime by the German society, first - with the exception of Hilbert and
Weyl178 - by the scientific establishment, because she was a woman, and then in
1933 by the German state, because she was a J ew.

-_ ....
/'

167 MARKOW 1936. As to Markow see: BALDIN and KOMAR 1978.
168 As to Rumer see: POGGENDORFF Biogr. (1958), Bd. VII., Teil 3 (L-R), p.850. See also Footnote 169. In

1931 Rumer hirnself had written a review on the status of the Dirac theory: RUMER 1931. In 1937/38
Rumcr collaborated with Landau, see papers ne. 28, 34, and 36 in LANDAU Papers and RUMER 1973.

169 See: BORN 1969, letters 59-62, 64, 65.
170 IWANENKO and SOKOLOW, 1949, paragraph 23.
171 HILL 1951. As to Hili see: American Men and Women of Scien", 12th· ed. vol. 3 (H-K) (Jackes Cattel

Press/R.R. Bowker and Co., New York and London 1972), p. 2706. P'r!!iCJ Tod'!)' 27 (1974), ]uly, p. 59.
172 BERGMANN and THOMSON 1953.
173 TRAUTMAN 1956., 1956b, 1957, 1962, and 1965, ch.7,
174 SCHWEBER,BETHE and DE HOFFMANN, 1955, seetion lOb.
175 BOGOLlUBOVand SHIRKOV 1959, paragraph 2.5.
176 RZEWUSKI 1958, eh. II, 2. See also: RZEWUSKI 1953.
177 ROMAN 1960.
178 See the literaeure in Footnote 8.
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8. Acknowledgements

Doch ist in dieser schwer verständlichen, oft fast unauffindbaren, in der ganzen Welt
zerstreuten mathematischen Literatur ungemein viel des Brauchbaren, auch [Ur den
Praktiker Nützlichen, ja fast Unentbehrlichen, vergraben.
Ludwig Boltzmann 17 (1844-1906)

I am very much indebted to several old reviews for helping me to find the
literature mentioned in the previous chapters: As to the publications on
mathematical problems in mechanics in the first half of the 19th century, Cayley's
two reports 180 from 1857 and 1862 are very valuable. Many historical references
are contained in the review ari:icles by A urel V oss 181 (1845-1931) and Paul Stackel
on the principles of mechanics in vol. IV,1 of the El1{Yk!opädie der Mathematischen
Wissenschaften.182 Then there are, of course, Felix Klein's lectures51,52 on the
history of mathematics in the 19th century. Of considerable help was the survey of
the general rnethods of integrarion in mechanics by Georg Prange,IB3 (1885-1941) in
vol. 1V ,2 of the Encyklopädie der Mathem. WissenschaJten.184· Here I· learnt about
the woi:k of Darboux, Painleve, Staude, Stackel, Kneser and others discussed in my
chapter 6 above. Quite valuable are the numerous historical notes and references in
the appendix of Wintner's book 112 on celestical mechanics.

As I had to mention many scientists, the life (or woi:k) of whom is no longer
well-known, I have added for each of them one or more references to articles
- many of them obituaries -, from which one can learn more about these people
and their woi:k. For finding those articles the following review journals were very
helpful: Jahrbuch über die Fortschritte der Mathematik (from 1868 to 1942) and
Zentralblatt für Mathematik und ihrer Grenzgebiete (since 1931).

Finally I would Iike to mention a book which is somewhat outside the scope of
mv previous chapters, but which deals with many topics discussed there in such a

179 BOLTZMANN, «Reise eines deutschen Professors ins Eldorado», in: BOLTZMANN 1979, 258'290, here P:
260. This is a humorous, sometimes sarcastic account (from 1905) of Bolrzmann's trip to and through the
United Stares. On his way from Vienna ro Bremen he passed through Leipzig in order to attend a meeting
of the editors and collaborators of the huge projeet of the Encyklopädie der Mathematischen WiJJenJchaften,
initiated, coordinared and pushed by Felix Klein as the editor in chief. Boltzmann makes witty observations
and ironical comments on the whole enterprise and on the idiosyncrasies of the people involved. The above
quotation is from one of the seetions which describe the meeting in Leipzig. I am indebted to Friedrich
Hehl, Cologne, for drawing my attention to this entertaining piece of Boltzmann's prose. Here is a
translation: «However, an immense arnount of usable material, also useful and in fact even alm ost
inclispensable to the practitioner, is buried in this mathematical Iiterature, which is difficult to understand,
often almost untraceable and scattered all over the world», Boltzmann hirnself together with ]. Nabl
contributed rhe following article to the Encyklopädie «Kinetische Theorie der Materie»; in: Bnc. Math. Wiu.,
Bd. V.l (B. G. Teubner, Leipzig 1903-1921) 493-557. As to Boltzmann see the contributions by n. Flamm,
E. Broda and M.]. Klein in: COHEN and THIRRING 1973. See also: KUHN 1978.

180 CAYLEY 1857, 1862.
181 As to Voss see: POGGENDORFF Biogr., Bd. VI, IV. Teil S-Z (1940) p. 2779.
182 VOSS 1901 and STÄCKEL 1901.
183 As to Prange see: KOPPENFELS 1941. Prange does not mention Noether's and Bessel-Hagen's papers in his

long review from 1933.
184 See footnote 123.
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superior, competent and original manner that it should not remain unmentioned:
Elie Cartan' S Lefons sur les invariants inMgraux! 185

Last but not least I thank my wife, Barbara, for patiently correccing the worst of
my attempts to translate German quotations into English!

Without the invitation of M.G. Doncel and A. Hermann to come to the
conference in Sant Feliu de Guixols this paper would not have been written, So I
thank both of them, too. I enjoyed the conference very much!

I~
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185 CARTAN1922.
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DISCUSSION

BERGlA:

I have rwo quesrions. The first one is on a rather minor point. I have recently come across a paper
by Levi-Civira of 1917' in which he makes use, if I remember correctly, of the Blauchi identities, It
seems COme, but I might be wrong, rhar Bianchi's work on rhe subject goes back to the beginning
of the century. Is that right?

KASTRUP:

That might be'.

BERGlA:

Second poinr: you mentioned rhe notion of Killing vecrors in relation ro Lie's work. In the recent
literarure on differential geometry we are accustorned to Lie derivatives, Killing veccors and so on and
so forrh, Can you tell us whether these concepts can really be found in Lie's work? Or are they a
recent attribution to hirn?

KASTRUP:

They can be found in Lie's work. There is no doubr abour rhat".

BERGlA:

And the Killing vecror in this context was a vector field such rhat the Lie derivative of rhe metric
tensor aJong its integral curves vanishes ...

KASTRUP:

Yes, rhis is contained in Lie's work, wirhour of course, rhe name «Killing vector»! Lie was later
quite critical of Killing, because he had the impression that Killing did not give him credit enough,
Lie highly appreciaced E. Carran who gave hirn credir, During the Iater years of his life Lie became
very touchy concerning priorities and the credirs (ro his work) he expecred from other aurhors''.

BACRY:

Just two rninor poinrs. The firsr one is jusc tO rnenrion rhar there exist many versions of Klein's
Er/anger Programm, There are some which are more cornplere than other ones. I know rhat ehe one in
rhe last French edition is complete. '

A second poinr is about Lie groups. I think that what we are thinking when we speak of a Lie
group today is not exactly whar ir was ar thar time, even just before ehe second world war. Not only
because Lie groups were ar that time considered as infinitesimal Lie groups, as 10caJgroups, bur also
because if you had a given absrract group acting in different ways on two manifolds, it was
considered at that time as rwo different groups,

KASTRUP:

Of course, rhe main emphasis at that time was on infinitesimal transformations. Lie did discuss
rhe integration of I-dimensional Lie algebras, bur I agree, Lie's main interesc was in infinitesimal
rransforrnarions. He did not srudy rhe global srructure of group manifolds, erc. ..

1. T. LEVI-CIVITA, Rend. Ace, Lincei, series 5,°, vol. 26, 381 (917).
2. See, e,g" M, BlANCHI, Lezioni di geometria differenzi;/e, vol. I, Spoerri /Pisa, 1902,
3, See, e.g., 5, LlE and F, ENGEL, Theorie der Transformationsgruppen, Bd. I, Leipzig 1888.
4, As ro Lies opinion about Killing and Cartan see: S. LlE and F, ENGEL, Theorie der TramjormationJgmppen,

sa. lll; Leipzig 1893, § 142,
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HERMANN:

As to rhe different versions of rhe Erlanger Programm, 1 suspect the following: An extension of the
original version came when Klein hirnself edited his collected papers. There he added long foornores
and comments. Probably the original version was translated into French. 1 would expect an
explanation as simple as chis.

SPEISER:

1 just would like to ask a question. There is the famous Helrnholtz-Lie theorem which, 1 was
a1ways rold, was first discovered by Helmholtz and rhen put in a correct form by Lie. I would like to
know, whether there was here too a relarion to Felix Klein.

KASTRUP:

Klein had his hands in that «affair», too. He had seen the paper by Helmholtz -Klein was very
much aware of whar was going on, Lie was not. He asked Lie to apply his theory of groups to this
space problem of Helmholtz5•

SPEISER:

That is important. Because, as you know, the Helmholtz-Lie theorem contains not only a very
inreresting idea and, I think, fundamental in its own right. It was also the srarting point for Wey!'s
investigations, on what he called the space problem and was the subject of his Barcelona lectures.

KASTRUP:

Yes, Klein drew Lies artennon to Helrnholtz' paper.

SPEISER:
Thank you very rnuch. May I ask another small question. You rnentioned the work of Emmy

Noether on these differential invariants. Had she had conracr at that time with Finsler? Was rhere a
relation berween Fi~sler and N oether?

KASTRUP:

I don'r think so. Finsler was in Göttingen much later, as far' as 1 remernber!".

SPEISER:

Not so much, a few years only.

KASTRUP:

Bur she never mentions Finsler in her papers.

SPEISER: .>

Of course, but it could have been the other v:;; round. Did she influenee Finsler?

KASTRUP:

I don't know. I :eannot answer this question.

SPEISER:

Thank you very mueh.

5. Lie's papers on this problem are contained in vol. 11 of his collected works, papers V-VIII. See also ehe editorial
notes on these papers in rhac volume.

6. Here my memory 'was ineorreet: Paul Finsler (1894-1970) reeeived his Ph.D. in 1918 in Göttingen, where
Cararheodory was his thesis adviser. In 1922 he went to Cologne (as Privatdozent) and do Zürich in 1927 (as
Professor),
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PAIS:

Can 1 corrie back to your remark about Herglotz' paper of 1911? You said that it led Klein to ask
Engel to do the same for the Galileo group.

KASTRUP:

Yes, that is true,

PAIS:

That 1 did not know. Did Engel actually do that? Was it published?

KASTRUP:

Yes he did. His work was published in the proceedings of rhe Göttingen Academy of Seiences (I
have copies with me, I can show you the papers).

PAIS:

Thank you. I have a second part tomy question. What did Engel then do? 1 can imagine what he
did bur how does that relate to the variation of JLdt for a Iittle thing? Was Engel' s contribution
novel?

KASTRUP:

I think it was. Engel took the full lO-parameter Galilean group and then applied Lie's theory. He
uses the invariant P, dqi - H dt which, of course, is equal to Ldt, but he never mentions the
action integral. He Jderived alI the ten conservation laws associated with n-body problems in
mechanics. I think this was a new contribution which is mainly forgorren, Ir has been quoted,
however, several rirnes by Prof. Wigner7,

PAIS:

Thanks very much.

WIGNER:

We have learned so much from your talk! But could you tell us who realized firsr that invariance
does lead to the conservation laws? Usually Emmy Neerher is quoted, but we alI know that she was
preceded by others. Bur who was the firsr one? Or is ir a difficult question?

KASTRUP:

Ir is not an easy question, no. You never ask easy questions Ilaughs'[",

WIGNER:

Danke. Poincare's work whieh you mentioned and whieh I did not know abour, was larer?

KASTRUP:

No. Poincare's work was areund 1890, but he did not use rhe acrion integral. He used his norion
of integral invariants.

7. See footnote 150 of my preeeding leeeure (page 139).
8. This was ehe only correct pare of my answer during ehe conference, where I peinred out the work of Stäckel and

Kneser +see its secticn 6 above- in my answer to Wigner's question. Only after rhe conference, when I
prepared my written conrriburion, did I realize rhac Lagrange and Hamilton are rhe names I should have
menrioned in my answer, as can be seen from irs seccion 6 above.
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WIGNER:

But if he used rhe integral invariants and derived from them in 1890 the conservation laws ...

KASTRUP:

Poincare discussed the 10 c1assical conservation laws in connection with the sympleetie form
dp/'dcj 9.

WIGNER:

Thank you very much. Poincare did something very relevant, but, apparently Stäckel did the final
work!

KASTRUP:

I would say, the final work was really done by Emmy Noether. The mosr general theory was
written down by her.

WIGNER:

Hamel has the eonservation laws, in his book much before thar but ... [Iaughs}.

MILLER:

A comment and a question. My comment is thar I was under the impression (and this seems to
be born out in the correspondenee I have studied between Lie and Poinean!) rhat Lie's initial
motivation for studying infinitesimal transformations was tO elucidate and derive in a more precise
manner than had been done before, the Riemannian line element in any number of dimensions
-something which Helmholtz had atternpted tO do, and on whieh in a letter to Poincare, Lie
mentions how dumsy a mathernatician Helrnholtz was. You could say that Lie's real motivarion was
to solve differential equations indeed ...

KASTRUP:

Lie's work on Helmholtz' space problem was later than his main work on groups. To solve
differential equations was the first motive he had, ar least he said so larer.

MILLER:

But I am talking about the way the diseovery eame about. The initial morivarion was rhe study of
line elements or geodesics -as one might call them- and then he moved into differential equations.

KASTRUP:

Weil, I do not rhink so. You can find everyrhing in the collected papers of Lie, whieh are
conrained in 7 volumes, with notes and commenta.byrhe editors Engel and Heegard, including
many letters by Lie, Klein, Mayer and others.

MILLER:

I am talking on the basis of a parricular letrer that Lie sent to Poincare in 1882, about his
rnotivation for diseovering eontinuous groups. I just thought I should mention that to you.

Seeondly, I wonder if you eould comment or mention when Noether's theorem was explieitly
inrroduced into quantum meehanies. The facr that conservation laws are conneeted wich the
symmetry of a system, I believe, was first mentioned in a paper by Prof. Wigner and von Neumann
in 1926. Bur the name Neerher is not in there.

9. As tO Poincare's werk see section 6 of my preceding leerure.
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KASTRUP:

No. Neerher did not play a role, as far as I know, in quantum mechanies. Symmetries in
quanturn meehanies were introdueed, as you mentioned already, by Prof. Wigner and von
Neurnann!".

WIGNER:

I think the connection between rhe invarianees and the conservation laws is obvious in quanturn
meehanies. As a matter of facr, when I teach this in classical meehanies I always explain thar it is
easier tO deri ve thern by first using quantum mechanics and rhen telling that classical mechanies is
really an approxirnation to quanturn meehanics.

MICHEL:

I would also like to ask Prof. Wigner to cornrnent on the role of Harne!. Beeause Prof. Wigner
said that he knew very weil Hame!'s work, and it seemed rhat it was important,

WIGNER:

I read Hame!'s book. Hamel was professor of physics at the Institute of Technology in Berlin
when I studied. His book I think was published in 1901 but I would not swear to that. Ir eontained
the derivation of the conservation laws from the invariances. So that struck me then.

KASTRUP:

That book is a litde bit later. The habilitation thesis of Hamel was published in rhe
Mathematischen Annalen, and also in the Zeitschrift für Physik und Mathematik in 1905. Bur the
book is later, as far as I recall!'.

WIGNER:

I am sorry because I apparendy made amistake. Bur ir was much before Noerherl

SPEISER:

] ust one more quesrion, sinee you are such a Fundgrube. There was mueh work done in rhe
middle of the last century by Weierstrass on the caleulus of variarions, I am not familiar with it, but
isri't there anyrhing whieh applies to mechanics and to this kind of problerns, if not explieidy at least
in an obvious transparent way?

KASTRUP:

Not in the work of Weierstrass, as far as I know.

SPEISER:

Bur then it went somehow into Hilberr's works.

KASTRUP:

'Yes, The independent integral of Hilben had some connection with Weierstrass' work. That is
true.

SPEISER:

Thank you very much.

10. See footnore 162 of my preeeding lecture (page 141).
11. HAMEL's book Elementare Mechanik appeared in 1912 (Teubner, Leipzig). Ir does not ccnrain any discussion

berween symmetries and conservation laws. In eh. IV of that book Harnel derives the classical conservation laws
from the equations of mocion, without referring to symmerries. As to Hamel's application of group theory to
mechanics see section 6 of my preceding lecture.


